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Abstract
Objective: Studies have shown signs of brain damage caused by different mechanisms in cocaine users. The serum neuron specific enolase and $S100B$ protein are considered specific biochemical markers of neuronal and glial cell injury. This study aimed at comparing blood levels of $S100B$ and NSE in chronic cocaine users and in volunteers who did not use cocaine or other illicit drugs.

Method: Twenty subjects dependent on cocaine but not on alcohol or marijuana, and 20 non-substance using controls were recruited. Subjects were selected by consecutive and non-probabilistic sampling. Neuron specific enolase and $S100B$ levels were determined by luminescence assay.

Results: Cocaine users had significantly higher scores than controls in all psychiatric dimensions of the SCL-90 and had cognitive deficits in the subtest cubes of WAIS and the word span. Mean serum $S100B$ level was $0.09 \pm 0.04 \mu g/l$ among cocaine users and $0.08 \pm 0.04 \mu g/l$ among controls. Mean serum neuron specific enolase level was $9.7 \pm 3.5 \text{ ng/l}$ among cocaine users and $8.3 \pm 2.6 \text{ ng/l}$ among controls.

Conclusions: In this first study using these specific brain damage markers in cocaine users, serum levels of $S100B$ and neuron specific enolase were not statistically different between cocaine dependent subjects and controls.
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Introduction
The Brazilian Center of Psychoactive Drug Information has reported an increase in cocaine use during the last decade. Cocaine has been the psychotropic drug mostly responsible for increasing hospital admission rates, going up from 0.8% of all admissions in 1998, to 4.6% in 1999. The first household survey on use of psychotropic drugs in Brazil demonstrated that the overall prevalence of cocaine use was 2.3%, whereas in the southern region this percentage was 3.6%, the highest in the country.2

Cocaine dependence is seldom isolated from other psychiatric disorders. Community studies conducted in the U.S., such as the National Comorbidity Study, showed high levels of psychiatric comorbidity in persons with substance use disorders, particularly those using cocaine. Seventy-six percent of cocaine users had additional psychiatric disorders. This level was much higher than that found in the general population, and twice as high as persons with alcohol dependence and four times higher than persons dependent on other drugs.

Cocaine is one of the illicit drugs that often impair neurological and neurobehavioral functions. Frequent and chronic users suffer the greatest risk of impairment.4 Animal research has shown that cocaine promotes degenerative alterations in neurons, as well as modifying receptor function and the production and release of dopamine and serotonin. However, the neurochemical and vascular processes involved in this apparent neurotoxicity are not yet clear.5,6

Cognitive deficits in cocaine users have been studied for the last twenty years. The main problems detected have been memory deficits and diminished performance7 in tests of calculation, visual-motor dexterity and abstraction ability.8,9 Other studies evaluated alterations in neuronal function using neuroimaging in persons who met DSM-IV criteria for cocaine dependence.10,11 They found a reduction in glucose metabolism and blood flow in many regions of the brain, particularly when cocaine use was associated with alcohol. Imaging studies of chronic users also found decreases in dopamine release and D2 receptors in the striatum. These changes were associated with reduced neuronal activity in the orbitofrontal cortex and cingulate gyrus, and with decreases in inhibitory control and increased impulsivity and compulsive behaviors.12,13 Franklin et al.14 found that the brain of cocaine-abusing patients is structurally altered with a decrease in gray matter in the orbitofrontal cortex, a region involved in decision-making and assignation of emotional valence to environmental stimuli.

In the last few years, neuronal damage has also been studied by examining alterations in substances found within the Central Nervous System (CNS). These have included lactate, adenylate kinase, creatine kinase isoenzyme BB (CK-BB), and S100B as well as neuron-specific enolase (NSE). The latter two proteins are considered to be the most important markers of damage to glial and neuronal cells respectively, and can be measured in the blood.15,17

S100B is a calcium-binding protein mostly produced and released by glial cells, where it exerts neurotrophic and gliotrophic actions.18 Several studies have been conducted to investigate its role as a marker of neuronal injury, possibly involving reactive gliosis, astrocytic death and/or blood-brain-barrier dysfunction. Accordingly, elevated cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and/or serum S100B levels were found in patients with traumatic brain injury, stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, schizophrenia, and HTLV-I associated myelopathy.3,19 Some studies suggest that alterations associated with cellular damage are higher in the first hours and days following acute damage.20 Neuron-specific enolase (NSE) is a cytoplasmic glycolytic enzyme, whose isofrom is found in neurons and in cells with neuroendocrine differentiation, as well as in tumors that originated from them such as melanomas. Since NSE is not physiologically secreted, an increase in its serum and CSF levels may signalize structural damage to neuronal cells, as has been reported in persons with traumatic brain injury21 and seizures.22

With this background in mind, the present study aimed at comparing cognitive performance and psychiatric symptoms in chronic cocaine users and in volunteers who did not use cocaine or other illicit drugs. Blood levels of S100B and NSE were measured to evaluate their potential value in detecting brain injury that may be associated with abnormalities in cognitive performance and psychiatric symptoms in persons with cocaine dependence.

Method
A case-matched cross-sectional study was conducted. Subjects were selected between February 2001 and September 2002 by means of newspaper advertisements and direct recruitment from two centers located in general hospitals (one at a University Hospital). Both centers had inpatient and outpatient clinics for drug treatment and patients were interviewed in the first week of admission. Out of 73 cocaine users that were willing to participate in the study 20 subjects ranging from 18 to 50 years, dependent on cocaine but not on alcohol, marijuana or any other drug were selected. In order to be eligible for the study cocaine-using subjects should have been using cocaine for at least three years, meet DSM-IV criteria for current cocaine dependence, and have used cocaine at least once in the 45 days prior to the interview. This interval was selected because it is the maximum time during which recovery of cognitive deficits has been predicted to begin.26,27

Exclusion criteria were any other neurological or severe psychiatric illness (significant head injury, epilepsy, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder type I), use of antipsychotic or antidepressive drugs, meeting criteria for dependence on alcohol or other drugs (except for nicotine), and testing positive for HIV. These parameters were determined by clinical interview performed by treatment staff, and a questionnaire collected at study intake; urine tests were not requested. Most patients were interviewed during a weekend morning in order to not disturb their therapeutic activities.

Twenty healthy blood donors from the Clinical Hospital of Porto Alegre were matched by gender, age and years of study to the cocaine-dependent subjects. Similar exclusion criteria were applied to controls except for the fact that they needed to report no use of any illegal drug in the past year. All cocaine-using subjects and controls were tested for HIV, which is routine care for blood donors. One cocaine user was excluded due to a positive HIV test.

In the last decade, many questionnaires have been adapted to Portuguese in order to evaluate diagnosis and treatment in drug users.28,29 In this study, the instruments used were:

1) the Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies (DIGS);10
2) the SCL-90 - a structured interview administered by a trained researcher (FHPK) that assessed for substance use disorders according to DSM-IV and ICD-10 criteria;31
3) the Cocaine Assessment Profile (CAP);32 - an instrument that asks details about cocaine use and problems in social, professional, and family aspects of the individual’s life;
4) the Cocaine Addiction Severity Test (CAST)\textsuperscript{12} - which consists of 38 questions and provides a score evaluating the severity of cocaine dependence.

Cognitive performance was evaluated by a one-hour battery of neuropsychological tests composed of six subtests from the Revised Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-R). These tests evaluate different areas of cognition: Similarities (logical and abstract thinking and verbal fluency), Vocabulary (verbal intelligence and semantic knowledge), Arithmetic (attention and memory), Block Design (viso-spatial orientation and coordination),\textsuperscript{33} as well as the Word Span test (concentration and stress tolerance).\textsuperscript{34} At the end of the interviews and neuropsychological testing, venous blood was collected in Vacutainer tubes with no anticoagulant added, centrifuged for serum separation, fractionated, and frozen at -70°C until assay. Protein concentrations were measured by an immunoluminometric assay (LIA-mat, Sangtec 100), standardized in Brazil\textsuperscript{35} and found to be highly specific and sensitive. The Portela et al. group has published several studies relating brain diseases (Parkinson, Machado-Joseph Disease) with increased levels of S100B and NSE.\textsuperscript{36-37}

The sample size was calculated based on results of previous studies with S100B and NSE that pointed to a minimum of 20% difference in their levels between cases and controls. The significance level was set at 0.05, with 80% power, and the sample was calculated to have a minimum of 17 subjects in each group. General statistical analyses were based on comparisons between the main variables (demographics, cocaine use, psychiatric symptoms, cognitive performance and blood protein level) of the 20 cocaine-dependent subjects and their respective controls. For variables that did not show a normal distribution, the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test was used, and the Spearman test was used to obtain correlations. Analyses were performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 10.0.

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Clinical Hospital of Porto Alegre. All patients signed an informed consent explaining study procedures, including allowing research staff to know their HIV test result prior to entering the study.

**Results**

Subjects were well matched on demographic features, as seen in Table 1.

1. **Use of cocaine and other drugs**

The main results are described in Table 2. Among cocaine-dependent subjects, first use of cocaine ranged from 14 to 39 years. Forty-five percent had become cocaine dependent within 1 to 3 months after first use. The median weekly expenditure was approximately US$ 25 and a gram cost around US $3. Last cocaine use prior to entering the study ranged from 1 to 45 days with the median time of abstinence at 11 days since last use. The total score of the CAST scale - which ranges from 0 to 38, varied between 3 and 35, with a median of 25. Most subjects consumed cocaine in the early evening (76%) and/or late at night (57%). Fifty-seven percent used cocaine in "missions" (throughout the entire night). Most subjects consumed it primarily while alone (80%) and at home (65%). Consumption with friends, at work, at parties or with spouses or sexual partners was less frequent.

Many subjects reported having negative consequences in their life due to cocaine use, such as negative consequences in their relationships (85%), decreased social activities (61%), missed work days (76%), or decreased productivity (67%). Twenty-three percent of the drug users reported having been fired due to cocaine use, and 90% percent confirmed that drugs had affected their financial life. Thirty percent reported having participated in some illegal activity related to cocaine.

Ninety-five percent of the cocaine subjects mentioned having some type of physical complication due to cocaine use. Those most commonly reported were: running nose (95%), decreased energy (75%), sinusitis (55%) and weight loss (55%). They also described having current anxiety (75%), fatigue (70%), depression (65%), and changes in appetite (60%) and sleep (45%). Forty percent of cocaine subjects reported paranoid symptoms and 30% had hallucinations or other psychotic symptoms associated with cocaine use. None met criteria for dependence on alcohol, marijuana or other drugs. Nonetheless, there was a statistically higher weekly consumption of alcohol in the cocaine group than in the controls, with 70% of the cocaine users reporting weekly alcohol use as compared to 30% of the controls (p = 0.01).

SCL-90 scores were higher in cocaine users than controls, with p values < 0.01 in all dimensions of the instrument. Among cocaine users, correlations between severity of dependence, time of use, frequency and quantity of cocaine, **Table 1 - Demographic data of cocaine users and matched controls**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>Cases n = 20 (%)</th>
<th>Controls n = 20 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>17 (85)</td>
<td>17 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3 (15)</td>
<td>3 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean)</td>
<td>31.6 ± 6.3</td>
<td>31.4 ± 6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>5 (25)</td>
<td>8 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>13 (65.0)</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>18 (90)</td>
<td>19 (95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5 m.w.</td>
<td>13 (65)</td>
<td>11 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 or more m.w.</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
<td>7 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of schooling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 10</td>
<td>3 (15)</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 to 11</td>
<td>11 (55)</td>
<td>9 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 or more</td>
<td>6 (30)</td>
<td>7 (35)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* mean ± SD
* \( \# \) Student test
* \( \# \) Pearson test
* Minimum Wage = US $80

| Age of first use    | 21.7 ± 6.4*     |
| Years of cocaine use in life | 9.0** |
| Ever injected cocaine | 28.6% (6)      |
| Ever used crack      | 19.0% (4)      |
| Form of cocaine use in the last year | 81.0% (17) |
| Snorted              | 4.8% (1)       |
| Smoked               | 14.3% (3)      |
| Injected             | 3.3 ± 1.9*     |
| Number of days per week using cocaine in the last year (grams) | 8.0** |
| Amount of cocaine per week in the last year (grams) | 5.0** |

* Mean = standard deviation
** Median

\textsuperscript{1} SCL-90: Symptom Checklist-90
\textsuperscript{2} Cocaine Dependence
\textsuperscript{3} Substance Use Disorder
\textsuperscript{4} Depression
\textsuperscript{5} Anxiety
\textsuperscript{6} Somatization
\textsuperscript{7} Obsessive Compulsive
\textsuperscript{8} Interpersonal Sensitivity
\textsuperscript{9} Eating
\textsuperscript{10} Hostility
\textsuperscript{11} Phobic
\textsuperscript{12} Paranoid
\textsuperscript{13} Schizoid
\textsuperscript{14} Schizotypal
\textsuperscript{15} Hypomanic
\textsuperscript{16} Psychotic
\textsuperscript{17} Drug Abuse
\textsuperscript{18} Drug Dependence
\textsuperscript{19} Alcohol Abuse
\textsuperscript{20} Alcohol Dependence
\textsuperscript{21} Tobacco Use

**Table 2 - Cocaine use profile**

- Mean = standard deviation
- Median
SCL-90 dimensions and cognitive WAIS subtests were not significant. Two significant correlations were found when cocaine users were dichotomized by means of dependence severity: the cocaine group with higher dependence severity was more likely to have elevated scores on the SCL-90 scales for phobia (R = 0.5) and depressive symptoms (R = 0.7) than users with lower severity scores.

2. Evaluation of cognitive performance
The WAIS's subtests and Word span scores are shown in Figure 1. When cognitive performance between cocaine-dependent and control subjects was compared, a significant difference in the Block Design subtest (p = 0.02; effect size = 0.57) and in Word Span (p = 0.05; effect size = 0.57) was found.

3. Neurochemical parameters
Results are showed in Figure 2. S100B levels were not different between cocaine-dependent subjects (mean = 0.09 ± 0.04 μg/l) and controls (mean = 0.08 ± 0.04 μg/l) (p = 0.35), nor were NSE levels different for cocaine dependent subjects (mean = 9.7 ± 3.5 ng/l) and controls (mean = 8.3 ± 2.6 ng/l) (p = 0.090). NSE levels could not be detected by the method in three samples and they were excluded from the analysis. There was no correlation between levels of these proteins and any of the variables related to cocaine, cognitive testing or psychiatric symptoms.

Discussion
With the increment in cocaine consumption in our environment, there is an increased interest in evaluating neuropsychological symptoms associated with its use, in understanding their pathophysiology, and how long they last. This issue is of interest for physicians, patients and their families. Moreover, these findings may contribute to improving prevention and treatment of cocaine dependence.

Cocaine-dependent subjects in this sample were predominantly male, had low income and average schooling level. They had mean use of cocaine of approximately nine years, mostly by inhalation, the most common way cocaine is used in Brazil. Drug users showed an intense and frequent consumption of cocaine in the preceding year, and had been abstinent for approximately eleven days (median) prior to testing. Some studies suggest that recent and intense use of cocaine, with shorter periods of abstinence, is related to worse cognitive performance, particularly in areas affecting executive and learning functions, thereby directly impacting professional and other daily activities. Our results are consistent with these findings. Goldstein et al. concluded that compared to other psychiatric disorders (such as schizophrenia), the severity of neuropsychological impairment in cocaine addiction is modest. However, the impact of such small differences in cognitive performance on executive functions, learning abilities and quality of life may be substantial.

With regard to cognitive testing, significant differences between groups in the WAIS-R Block Design subtest and Word Span were found. The Block Design test is affected almost exclusively by physiological alterations and depression, and is not impacted by sociocultural influences or education. However this data must be better investigated to be confirmed. Lower scores in the Word Span test among cocaine-dependent or depressive subjects indicate a deficit of immediate verbal memory. The
fact that the Vocabulary subtest did not show significant differences between groups points to a homogeneity in relation to the past intellectual potential of the subjects since this subtest seems to be stable, not vulnerable to disturbances, and is used as a reference to estimate pre-morbid intelligence. In this sense, the differences between cocaine subjects and controls in both subtests point to cognitive deficits associated with long-term cocaine use, which is in agreement with previous studies. Nevertheless, all measures of psychiatric symptoms were significantly higher in cocaine subjects than in controls, sometimes due to drug use. Thus, cognitive deficits could also be caused by psychiatric symptoms or disorders.

This study is the first to evaluate serum levels of S100B and NSE proteins in cocaine users. Two previous animal studies involving S100B and prenatal cocaine exposure have been conducted, and it was shown that cocaine administration impaired the development of astroglial cells and diminished the distribution of S100B-positive astrocytes in the hippocampus and the cortex. The sample size was similar to other studies that measured these proteins. Another limitation is that in this cross-sectional design we could not know the origin of psychiatric symptoms, particularly without a diagnostic history – as well as their influence in cognitive deficits. Another limitation is that unreported cocaine use among controls could have caused the differences between groups points to a homogeneity in relation to the past intellectual potential of the subjects since this subtest seems to be stable, not vulnerable to disturbances, and is used as a reference to estimate pre-morbid intelligence. In this sense, the differences between cocaine subjects and controls in both subtests point to cognitive deficits associated with long-term cocaine use, which is in agreement with previous studies. Nevertheless, all measures of psychiatric symptoms were significantly higher in cocaine subjects than in controls, sometimes due to drug use. Thus, cognitive deficits could also be caused by psychiatric symptoms or disorders.

This study has some limitations - especially due to the number of subjects which made multivariate analyses difficult for other purposes than measuring the protein levels. However, the sample size was similar to other studies that measured these proteins. Another limitation is that in this cross-sectional design we could not know the origin of psychiatric symptoms, particularly without a diagnostic history – as well as their influence in cognitive deficits. Another limitation is that unreported cocaine use among controls could have impaired our ability to find differences; this may be unlikely however, based on the evaluations that were performed at study intake, and the consistency of the findings between cocaine subjects and controls.

Chronic cocaine use can cause many kinds of alterations in brain function and morphology as it is presented in the introduction of this paper but the period of time after using cocaine that can damage cells and change the level of proteins is not known although S100B and NSE usually vary in the first hours in acute diseases. Other studies that evaluated psychiatric and neurological subjects have shown that in chronic disorders like schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s Disease, S100B levels are mainly increased in the beginning of the disease or during its active phase. The absence of glia and neuronal cellular damage, at least as reflected by these two markers, suggests that the pathophysiology underlying the cognitive and psychiatric symptoms associated with cocaine dependence are more likely to be originated from altered CNS plasticity processes (such as desensitization or sensitization of receptors, altered neural networks, or changes in neurotransmitters) than from chronic cellular damage. The fact that findings were negative in no way rules out the possibility that chronic cocaine use is associated with cellular damage within the CNS, especially during active cocaine use. Studies testing for these markers immediately after cocaine use, studies of other markers, and studies using animal models or cell culture should be conducted to further explore the brain damage associated with cocaine use.

Finally, the findings of this study suggest that these two neurochemical markers of brain damage were not associated with chronic cocaine use or the cognitive and psychiatric alterations in chronic cocaine users.
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